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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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PORCELAIN STONE TOP AND KITCHEN ASSEMBLY

Note: In some cases product specifications may differ slightly from instructions.
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KITCHEN PLACEMENT
Ensure your floor surface is stable and flat.
Be sure to position modules as shown above close to their final
positions as modules are difficult to move when all connected together.
Position and level the kitchen modules.
Check this final location is suitable ensuring you have room to access
electricity, water and drainage services.
Doors should be removed before assembly to enable easy access
inside the cabinets.
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Attaching and Leveling the MODULES

ATTACHING & LEVELLING THE MODULES
Position
module
ensuring
the rear
cabinet
panel
30mm
from the
Position
modules
in the desired
configurations.
Level
each module
andisensure
the heights
are correct so that joining holes
line
up. Now
join theany
two modules
with(electricity,
the barrel boltswater
supplied.
Do not
over tighten
barrelbeen
bolts. Position and Level the
wall.
Ensure
services
and
drainage)
have
whole
assembly in final position
accommodated
through the rear panel to make connection easier
Attaching and Leveling the MODULES
for your Licensed Trades
person.
Level each
and ensure the
Attaching
and Leveling
themodule
MODULES
heights
are
correct
so
that
joining
holes
line
up.
Position modules in the desired configurations. Level each module and ensure the heights are correct so that joining holes

line up. Now join the two modules with the barrel bolts supplied. Do not over tighten barrel bolts. Position and Level the
Position
modules
in the
configurations. Level each module and ensure the heights are correct so that joining holes
whole
assembly
indesired
final position
line up. Now join the two modules with the barrel bolts supplied. Do not over tighten barrel bolts. Position and Level the
whole assembly in final position

FIG. 2
Make sure the modules are leveled and
FIG 15the
aligned, ready to be connected with
barrel bolts.
15 one end of the kick plate
Please note the biscuit inserted FIG
into
provided, ensure the biscuitFIG
end
15 of the kick plate is aligned with
the groove in the other kick panel ready to be connected.
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FIG 16
Make sure the cabinets
are leveled and aligned, ready to be connected by barrel bolts. Please note the biscuit
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inserted into the kick plate provided, ensure the kick plate
is aligned ready to be connected.
Make sure the cabinets are leveled and aligned, ready to be connected by barrel bolts. Please note the biscuit
inserted into the kick plate provided, ensure the kick plate is aligned ready to be connected.

Insert the “biscuit” connection
part into the slot that is pre cut. If
required, gently tap into place
with soft sided hammer.

As you move the modules and kick panels
together, insert the biscuit connection part
Insert the “biscuit” connection
into
the
slot
that
part
into the
slot that
is pre
cut. If is pre cut on the opposite
required, gently tap into place
kick
panel.
with
soft sided
hammer. If required, gently tap into place
with soft nylon hammer.

FIG 18

FIG. 4
FIG 18

Diagram using the Allen key provided to fasten cabinets using the barrel bolts.

Now secure the modules
together with the barrel
bolts supplied. Only do
Diagram using the Allen key provided to fasten cabinets using the barrel bolts.
hand tight and recheck
that all modules level
and positioned correctly.
Ensure whole assembly
is in its’ final position
and is level, then
tighten all the barrel
bolts, DO NOT
over tighten.

Joining the Cabinet with Barrel Bolts

FIG. 5

Joining the Cabinet with Barrel Bolts

FIG. 6
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FIG 19

FIG 19

Cabinet Joined with Barrel Bolts

Cabinet Joined with Barrel Bolts

FIG 21
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FIG. 7

FIG 20

ASSEMBLE MODULES TO BBQ CABINET
Assemble the sink and storage modules to either side of the BBQ module
using the barrel bolts and details shown on pages 3 - 5.
Sink Module

BBQ Module

Storage Module

Fridge Module

FIG 1

FIG. 8

Joining the Cabinet with Barrel Bolts

FIG 2

Cabinet Joined with Barrel Bolts
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ASSEMBLED SINK, BBQ AND STORAGE MODULES
Assemble the fridge module to the right side of the storage module using the
barrel bolts and details shown on pages 3 - 5.
NOTE: Recheck that all modules are level and the rear cabinet panel is 30mm
from the wall. Ensure all services have been brought through the ready for a
Licensed Trades Person to connect.

FIG. 9

FIG 3

Assemble the left and right waterfall ends to the completed kitchen modules.
Position the front edge of the waterfall end 30mm in front of the front edge of
the module.
Secure using the self drilling screws through the pre-drilled holes, 2 at the front
edge and 2 at the rear edge.

FIG 4

FIG. 10
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Joining the End Panel with Barrel Bolts.

PORCELAIN BENCHTOP PLACEMENT
Assemble the porcelain sink top and the porcelain benchtop to
the completed kitchen modules.
Position the front edge of the tops 30mm in front of the front
edge of the module.
Secure using the self drilling screws through the pre-drilled holes,
2 at the front edge and 2 at the rear edge of each module.

FIG 5

FIG. 11

FIG 6
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REATTACH THE DOORS
Firstly align the front hinge section with the front section of the hinge-plate,
then press on the back of the hingeplate, an audible “Click” should be heard if
the door has been correctly hanged. Repeat the process to secure the bottom
hinge and door.

FIG. 12
PORCELAIN
STONE and
TOP AND
KITCHEN
Your Cabinex Kitchen is
assembled
ready
for ASSEMBLY
your Licensed Trades Person
to fit the BBQ and the sink/tap.

FIG. 13
For any queries or assistance call:
M Richards Ltd
PO Box 1238
Cheddar, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1934 743344
Email: sales@beefeatereurope.co.uk

